The propagation of a fatigue crack in 2D specimens by crack tip plastic blunting is simulated by using a Finite Element implementation of the strip-yield model. At each cycle, the crack growth is assumed to result from the variation of the Crack Tip Opening Displacement ( CTOD). The implementation is based on cohesive elements with an elastic perfectly plastic behavior, which allows to simulate, the crack closure phenomena due to the plastic wake behind the crack tip. A mesh sensitivity analysis provides the minimum number of elements requested in the crack tip plastic zone for a given accuracy. Then, the advance scheme based on crack tip blunting is described. Finally, the variation of the opening load with respect to the load ratio R, and to the maximum load is investigated and compared with analytical results.
Introduction
The prediction of engineering components fatigue life requires (i) an estimate of the time to crack initiation, (ii) a phenomenological law relating the amplitude of the stress intensity factor K and the crack growth rate da/dN. The pioneering work of Paris et al. [1] was the first successful attempt to describe experimental data using such a law (ii). However, Paris's law use requires some ideal conditions such as small-scale yielding, constant amplitude loading, and long cracks. In addition,, the effect of the load ratio R is not accounted for. The dependence of Paris's law coefficients e.g. on the load ratio is mainly due to the crack closure phenomena experimentally evidenced by Elber [2] .
Roughly speaking, three families of approaches have been used to model and simulate fatigue crack growth, accounting for the crack closure phenomena.
The first one, which is generally referred to as the strip-yield model is based on the crack tip plasticity concept of Dugdale [3] and Barenblatt [4] and extend it by keeping the plastic stretches on the fatigue crack surface [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . The load level at crack opening as function of the load ratio and the maximal load can be evaluated to derive an estimate of the effective range of the stress intensity factor. However, these models are based on the small-scale yielding assumption, their application to 3D situations requires correction factors, and do not account for the hardening behavior of the material.
The second family of modeling approaches corresponds to Finite element simulations of the crack tip plasticity and of the cyclic crack growth with release node techniques. They have then been initially carried out to evaluate the plasticity induced crack closure behavior in 2D specimens [10, 11] and later extended to 3D propagation [12] , complex hardening behavior [13] , or to investigate creep influence [14] . As a common feature, the node release scheme, i.e. the crack growth is prescribed in advance and the results can be used to evaluate the effective range of the stress intensity factor or identify constraint factors but have no immediate predictive character.
Finally, predictive methods based on a local approach of fracture have been also used in order to predict the crack growth rate either based on some physically motivated processes such as damage accumulation in continuum [15, 16] or on cohesive elements [17, 18, 19] .
In this work, a strip yield type model is implemented in Finite Elements in order to predict the crack growth rate for general loading conditions and to investigate in the same time the crack closure phenomena. For that purpose, cohesive elements in combination with a specific elasto-plastic law are used, which can describe crack extension and the plastic wake development on the crack surface. In contrast to the classical strip yield approaches, crack growth is assumed to be proportional to the cyclic crack tip opening displacement, which is physically motivated by the well-known crack tip plastic blunting phenomena experimentally observed by Laird and Smith [20] and Pelloux [21] . Coupling these two ingredients, a full investigation of the crack closure phenomena for different load ratio R and the maximum stress intensity factor K MAX is carried out.
In the first part of the article, the ability of the elasto-plastic cohesive model to fit the Dugdale solution of a stationary crack is investigated. A semi-empirical law for the minimum element size to use during simulations is provided. Then, the growing scheme is presented and the evolution of the influence of the crack closure on the crack growth rate is evidenced. Finally the evolution of opening load for different load ratio R and maximum load S MAX is evaluated and compared with some analytical results. 
Nomenclature

Stationary crack
The mechanical problem of a stationary crack in a plate is investigated in this part. The analytical and finite element models are first presented. The numerical model is composed by a continuum and a cohesive part. Both parts differ from their element formulation and the material behavior associated with these elements. The material behavior used for the cohesive model is then presented. Using an elastic behavior for continuum elements, the solution computed with the finite element model is much closed to the analytical Dugdale solution for an opening crack. However, the error made by the numerical model is related to the element size d, the initial crack length a 0 , and the external stress applied on the top of the plate S. A formula that provide the element size guaranteeing an error below 5% for a given initial crack length and a given external stress is presented.
The mechanical problem of a plate (dimensions 2L*2l*e) with a centered crack studied in this work is presented in Figure 1 . A load F is applied at the top of the plate, perpendicular to the crack. Far from the crack, the component of the stress tensor in this direction is then S=F/l*e. Due to symmetry conditions, only a quarter of the plate is analyzed. Since dimension e is small with respect to other dimensions, simulations are carried out using a plane stress formulation. In this work, the plate is described with an isotropic material. Material properties are homogeneous in the whole plate.
The crack is initially plane and its initial half length is denoted a 0 . The crack propagation is assumed to occur in the plane perpendicular to the applied load. Then cohesive elements are used only on this plane. The rest of the plate is modeled by continuum elements as shown on Figure 2 . The mesh is highly refined in the region around the crack tip. Cohesive zone models have been initially developed to investigate crack propagation under monotonic loading conditions [22] . They are useful to describe the cracking process, since they relate an opening stress to a displacement jump [[u] ]. This cohesive law is generally fully described by two parameters among the three following: the maximum (or failure) stress b , the failure displacement jump [[u] ] f , and the failure energy G c . The scope of these laws has been extended to cyclic propagation by introducing an irreversible behavior due to an unloading-reloading hysteresis [17, 18, 19] .
In this work, the cohesive behavior is inspired the initial strip yield models by Dugdale [3] and Barenblatt [4] . The cohesive zone elements are divided in two groups associated with two different material behaviors. The normal displacement jump [[u] ] of elements located in the remaining ligament is calculated using the "safe" behavior (see Figure 3 ). This behavior is based on an elastic perfectly plastic relation between the normal opening stress and the normal displacement jump, where the yield stress is denoted by b . Beyond the onset of yielding, a purely plastic behavior without hardening applies. The behavior is fully reversible when unloading the crack. Finally, if [[u] ] becomes smaller than 0, an elastic behavior with a very high stiffness is applied in order to preclude interpenetration. The displacement jump of elements located behind the crack tip is calculated using the "failed" behavior (see Figure 3) . This behavior has no tensile stiffness since it corresponds to the gap between the lips of the crack. However, if a "safe" element becomes "failed" during the simulation, it usually possesses a residual displacement jump [[u] ] INI ,, which remains constant under tension and describes the plastic wake. Under compression, the behavior is elastic until the compressive yield stress -b is reached. Note that the behavior for [ [u] ] negative of the "failed" elements is the same than for the "safe" behavior. 
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The error on the numerical CTOD NUM depends on the mesh refinement in the cracked region of size a 0 , in the initial Dugdale plastic zone R p0 , and on the ratio between the applied stress and the yield or broken stress b . In order to guarantee that our simulations return an error below 5% at the maximum load, a semi-empirical formula for the minimum element size d LIM is proposed. Simulations on six different meshes with six different element sizes but the same a 0 have been carried out. When the load increases, the plastic zone growths and the error decreases (see Figure 5 ). For each mesh (i.e. for each value of a 0 /d), the limit load S LIM guaranteeing an error below 5% is evaluated. These six couples of data provide a continuous function Further analyses have been carried out in order to evaluate the error on the CTOD at the end of a cycle i.e. after unloading. Since the crack propagation scheme is based on the variation of CTOD between points 1 and 2 denoted (see Figure 3) , the error on this variable has been evaluated. The analysis shows that for a loading ratio small enough (R<0.75), the error on remains below 5% when the condition (3) is fulfilled. Consequently, the criterion (3) is sufficiently accurate to prescribe the element size for full fatigue crack growth propagation simulation with an elastic behavior in the continuum elements around the cohesive zone. The crack propagating scheme is presented in the next section.
Growing crack
The original propagating scheme proposed in this work is based on the crack tip blunting phenomena experimentally evidenced by Laird and Smith [20] and Pelloux [21] . This experimentally observed phenomena suggest that at each cycle the crack growth a is a monotonic function of the variation of the CTOD on this cycle . This approach to crack propagation is also supported by the crack propagation simulations by Gu [23] , Tvergaard [24] , Levkovitch [25] using remeshing technique. A linear relationship is generally observed between a and CTOD. A more complex relation that can account for threshold could also be used but would request a comparison with experimental results.
Our scheme is described on the Figure 6 . For each cycle, is evaluated at the first node belonging to a fully "safe" element. The corresponding value of a is calculated from the relation a= * , where is a material parameter. The value of a is updated and a new cycle is computed. Moreover, an acceleration scheme to decrease computation time has been developed. This procedure which is not presented in this article allows the model to jump cycles when the crack growth a per cycle is smaller than the element size. The normalized evolution of the crack size a as a function of the number of cycle N, and the evolution of the crack growth rate da/dN as a function of a are drawn on Figure 7 and Figure 8 . This simulation has been carried out using an initial crack length equal to 3.75 mm and a ratio S MAX / b equal to 1/3 for a mesh conform to condition (3). The simulation is carried out in order to make the total crack growth twice larger than the initial plastic zone R p0 . The crack growth rate first decrease and reaches a stabilized value when a becomes larger than R p0 . Then, da/dN slightly increases due to the increase of the stress intensity factor (simulation is carried out at a constant applied stress). This evolution of the crack growth rate is due to the evolution of the opening and closing stresses and then to the variation of the effective variation of the stress intensity factor K EFF . This latter is related to the crack closure phenomena investigated in the following part.
itions.
Crack closure phenomena
The crack closure phenomena for a cyclic loading with a positive load ratio R has been experimentally evidenced by Elber [2] . This effect is crucial to explain the strong dependence of the crack growth rate da/dN on R for the same K. Indeed, this dependence can be eliminated when using instead of K the effective variation of the stress intensity factor denoted K EFF . The evaluation of K EFF requires the calculation of the opening (or closure) stress or stress intensity factor. Many analytical work [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] , based on strip-yield models have investigated the opening stress evolution with respect to loading cond
The ratio between the opening stress and the maximum stress denoted S OP /S MAX depends on the load ratio R and on the ratio S MAX / b . The ability of the model to predict the analytical values provided by Newmann [6] and Ibrahim [8] has been investigated. Results are drawn on Figure 9 and 10. The opening stress increases when R increases and when S MAX decreases. The computed values after stabilization of the opening stress (i.e. a=a 0 +2*R p0 ) are found between the analytical formula of Newmann of Ibrahim. The numerical model is then able to describe accurately the crack closure phenomena. In most experimental studies about fatigue crack growth the results are plotted as (da/dN, K) curves. From these plots, the parameters of the Paris law: da/dN = C( K) n can be determined. However, the Paris law doesn't apply when the load ratio R is varied. Indeed the plasticity induced crack closure reduces the range of stress intensity factor effectively applied to the crack. In order to get squared up data point in a log-log plot, one must plot da/dN as a function of K EFF which is equal to K MAX -K OP. The same modification has been carried out on our numerical stabilized values presented on Figure 11 . The slope of the (da/dN, K) curves vary from 1 to 3 when simulations are carried out at a constant R or at a constant S MAX . On the opposite, all these points are aligned in the (da/dN, K EFF ) diagram with a slope close to 2. 
Discussion
An original numerical approach for cyclic crack propagation based on the cohesive zone model has been presented in details. The main results of this work are A semi-empirical law that prescribe the cohesive element size for a given initial crack length and loading conditions has been developed in order to ensure a given accuracy on the CTOD. A crack propagation scheme based on the crack tip blunting mechanism is used to simulate crack growth in a predictive way, whence a relationship between the cyclic CTOD and the experimental crack extension per cycle has been identified. The crack closure phenomenon is accurately described and the opening stress intensities are found to be close from analytical ones. In the future, the approach will be extended to simulate 3D crack growth and overload effects. Finally the influence of hardening, of a time-dependent or a non-isotropic material behavior could be investigated by adapting the cohesive zone behavior.
